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ble and easy to maintain. To-day practically all cables are cut
and formed from plans made by the engineer, and are soldered to
their respective terminals or jacks before they leave the factorv.

Of course, I have taken but a few examples to illustrate the
progress of installation work, but I think it sufficient to slhow
the great improvement made in this class of work in recent
years.

(COMMUNICATION AFTER ADJOUR-NMENT1BY SIDNEY HAND
BROWNE.)

In his closing remarks, Mr. Lockwood, in his article entitled,
The Evolution of the Telephone Switchboard," refers to the

complex organization of the modern relay switchboard and
intimates that the next step in its evolution may be along lines
which will simplify it rather than in a direction involving a
radical departure from its present organization.
A partial simplification h-as been obtained, resulting in a better

"talking circuit " and reduction in first cost and in maintenance.
Such simplification consisting of a reduction in tlhe amount of
switchboard cable required in wiring the multiple jacks to two-
thirds of what is required under the system described; avoiding
the use of a shunt to put out the supervisory-lamp; dispensing
with the use of the repeating-coil in the cord-circuit as slhown,
and with the tlhird contact in the multiple-jacks.

In the diagram, Fig. 9 (Lockwood's article), it will be seen
that the relay which controls the operation of tlhe supervisory-
lamp is placed in series on one side of the talking-circuit, although
there is no correspond-ing imnpedance in the opposite side of this
circuit. And altlhough this relay is of low resistance, it will
slightly unbalance the line; its insertion in this manner
should be avoided if possible.

It is also seen that the test-rings of the multiple-jacks are
connected by a third wire running the entire length of the switch-
board. If this third connection could be avoided, it would
simplify matters and be a desirahle improvement. By reference
to the diagram attached hereto, it will be seen that this has been
accomplished, with a consequent saving in switchboard cable,
first cost of construction, and reduction in cost of maintenance.
By dispensing with this third wire in the multiple-jacks, we havyA
also been able to use a two-conductor cord instead of a cord with
three conductors, as shown in Mr. Lock-wood's diagram. This
reduces the first cost of cords and their maintenahce.

It is desirable, if possible, to avoid the use of the repeating-coil
in the circuit shown in Mr. Lockwood's diagram, as it is fre-
quently the case that these coils are not properly balanced; and
a very slight variation in the size of the core, or inaccurate wind-
ing by thle manufacture will cause enough unbalancing to
interfere with the proper working of the circuit. The use of this
repeating-coil has also been avoided in the system described in
the drawing attacleld.
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By shunting the supervisory-lamp, as shown in Mr. Lockwood's,
diagram, when the telephone is taken from its hook, the flow of
current through these lamps and their shunts continues and
causes considerable drain on the batteries.

Figs. 1 and 2 show two telephones connected through a tele-
phone exchange system whose operation is as follows:
The operation of removing the receiver from the hooki- of the

substation instrument closes the circuit and energizes the line

FIG. 1.
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FIG. 2.

signal-relay in the usual manner. The operator, by inserting
the plug in the answering-jack, allows current to flow over the
ring of the plug through a relay Y~, of high iinpedence, to the
ground; this relay being energyized attracts its armature, z, and
disconnects the line signal apparatus, consisting of relay x and
lamp, and also " puts current " on the sleeve of the jack, which
will give the busy-test through a relay T placed in the operator's
circuit. The advantage of this relay controlling the busy-test
is that by its use the operator only gets the signal without con-
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veying it to the subscriber who has made the call. The insertion
of the plug also causes current to flow through relay P, closing the
local contact at L, and allows current to flow through the lamp
to the local contact at L on relay R to ground. These relays are
of low resistance and are placed on eaclh side of the cord-circuit.
When tlae subscriber answers his call by taking the telephone
from its hook, it allows the current to pass back over the tip of
the cord to relay R to ground and opens the local contact at L,
tlhus cutting out the supervisory-lamp. It will be noticed tlhat
there is a straight through circuit from the tip and sleeve of the
answering cord to the tip and sleeve of the calling cord with tlle
condensers c1 and c2, inserted. These -condensers permit the
flow of voice-currents and prevent the steady, flow of current
from the battery, which simply supplies current for the sub-
station transmitter.
The system described eliminates the features which we stated

above we did not think were desirable and as shown in diagram,
Mr. Lockwood's article. It is true we ha-ve introduced the relays
R and P and R1 and P1, but these relays are wound to a high impe-
dance and are not connected directly in the talking-circuit, but are
bridged across it. The circuit is perfectly balanced, which is not
true of the circuit as shown in Mr. Lockwood's diagram, and
instead of shunting the lamp we open the lamp circuit and save
the drain on our batteries.
To anyone who is familiar with the amount of wire necessary in

a large multiple switchboard and the consequent greatly in-
creased cost of manufacture, it will be apparent that immense
saving can be made by the elimination of one-tlhird of the amount
of multiple switchboard cables necessary in the system described
by Mr. Lockwood, by the use of two-contact jack instead of three-
contact, by tlhe use of two conductor cords instead of tl-hree con-
ductor. and in addition to these savings in first cost and main-
tenance we obtain a much more direct and better talking circuit.


